Abstract: This paper proposes an access control method for composite multimedia content in which only a single key is delivered to a user. The proposed method simultaneously controls access to each medium in one composite multimedia content in which a medium can be hierarchically encoded. This method introduces recursive hash chains for key generation so that the number of delivered key is reduced to one, whereas the conventional method having the above mentioned features has to deliver multiple keys to a user. The managed key in the proposed method is also reduced to one.
Introduction
As a huge variety of communication channels and terminals exist, scalable transmission becomes popular in which a low quality content is decoded by decompressing a certain portion of the compressed codestream. For control-ling access to scalable content, scalable access control methods have been studied [1, 2, 3, 4] .
In a simple method for scalable access control, components of a content are individually encrypted with different keys [1] . This method, thus, manages keys as many as the components and it delivers the keys to a user in proportion to the number of components to be decoded. By using hash chains [5] , the number of managed keys and that of delivered keys are reduced to the number of scalability types, such as spatial, temporal, or SNR scalability, in a content [2, 3] . Similarly, the access control method that manages and delivers keys as many as media are applied to composite multimedia content [4] . This paper proposes an efficient access control method for composite multimedia content; the proposed method reduces the number of delivered keys to one by introducing recursive hash chains, though this method controls access to content as well as the conventional method [4] . It is noted that the proposed method manages only a single key.
Preliminary
For composite multimedia content, a method controls access to a content based on not only medium type (audio, video, text, and so on) but also the depth of hierarchical structure in a medium (audio quality, frame rate, the resolution of image/video, etc). In this paper, it is assumed that a content represented by U consists of X media and a medium has a hierarchical structure which the depth is N + 1, as
where A x (x = 1, 2, . . . , X) represents a medium and A 1 has a hierarchical structure. Hereafter, the content shown in Fig. 1 is used as an example. That is, content U consists of three media A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 (X = 3) and the hierarchy The number of media is three (X = 3) and the hierarchy depth of medium A 1 is four (N +1 = 4).
depth of A 1 is four (N + 1 = 4), i.e.,
The complementary sets A 1 c 1 , A 1 c 2 , and A 1 c 3 in Fig. 1 are
respectively. In the next section, an access control method which delivers only a single key to a user is proposed for composite multimedia content. The method also manages only a single key.
Proposed method
This section proposes an efficient access control method for composite multimedia content. Here, the key generating mechanism in the proposed method is focused. The proposed mechanism reduces the number of managed keys and that of delivered keys to one by introducing recursive hash chains.
Hereafter, a more practical example based on Fig. 1 is used, and the example is shown in Fig. 2 (a) Access control is provided based on not only media but also the frame rates of the video in this example. Keys are generated as shown in Fig. 2 (b 
. , N) and
where H(·) is a one-way hash function. Eqs. (7) and (8) represent an ordinary hash chain [5] , and the chain is shown with black arrows in Fig. 2 (b) . On the other hand, keys K A 2 and K A 3 are generated by recursive hash chains in the proposed key generation. In this example, these keys are given as
where ⊕ represents a bitwise exclusive or operation. As shown in Eqs. (9) and (10) which represent recursive hash chains, keys given by Eqs. (7) and (8) are repeatedly used to generate other hash chains different from the ordinary hash chain. The recursive hash chains are shown with combination of black and white arrows in Fig. 2 (b) . It is clear from Eqs. (9) and (10), a user permitted to decode frames at 120 and/or 60 fps can obtain K A 2 and K A 3 in this example, and he/she can decode the audio and the text in addition to the video. Similarly, a user permitted to decode frames at 30 and/or 15 fps can access to the audio as well as the video. Meanwhile, a user permitted to decode only the audio or the text can obtain nothing but either K A 2 or K A 3 . It is noted that any arbitrary key combination can be used to generate another hash chain, it affects the access permissions to the audio and the text in this example. Moreover, any operation can be employed instead of a bitwise exclusive or.
The proposed method just delivers only a single key to any user regardless of his/her access permission, though it serves an access control to composite multimedia content based on not only media but also the hierarchy structure in a medium. This feature is achieved by recursive hash chains in which keys generated by an ordinary hash chain are reused to generate other hash chains. The proposed method also reduces the number of managed keys to one.
Evaluation
The proposed method is evaluated by comparing with the conventional method [4] that uses ordinary hash chains [5] only. Evaluation is given in terms of the number of managed and delivered keys. Table I shows the results of comparisons. The proposed method manages and delivers only a single key regardless of the number of media and the depth of the hierarchical structure in a medium, whereas the conventional method [4] must manage and deliver keys as many as media. The table brings out the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Conclusions
An efficient access control method introducing recursive hash chains has been proposed for composite multimedia content in this paper. The proposed method reduces the number of both managed and delivered keys to one by the proposed key generation mechanism using recursive hash chains.
Applying the proposed method to other security technologies such as authentication and digital watermarking is a further work.
